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. 
First, we introduce the notion of CF families and study the relation with the other families. 
Second, we consider the properties of the hyperspace x(X) of nonempty compact subsets of a 
space X with a finite topology, when X is a LaSnev space or a space which satisfies ome condition 
stated in terms of CF families, compact-finite families, and so on. 
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Throughout this paper, all spaces are assumed to be regular Hausdoti. The letter 
w denotes the set of all positive integers. The closure of a set A is denoted by x or 
Cl(A). If SV is a family of subsets of X, %’ denotes the family of closures of members 
of z 
For a space X, Let 3Z( X) and S(X) denote the families of all nonempty compact 
subsets and finite subsets of X, respectively. We assume that x(X) has the finite 
topology and S(X) is a subspace of %(X j. That is, X(X) has a base consisting of 
the sets of the form: 
WY., w= KcZ’(X):Kc(j UiandKnUi#Oforeachi , 
i=l 
where{&,..., Ukj is a finite family of open subsets of X. These spaces are studie 
in [IQ]. For a family % of subsets of a space X, we denote by (94) the family 
{(U ,,..., Uk): U, ,..., U,@?Landk~o}. 
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The following implications are well known: Metrizable spaces + LaSnev spaces 
[9] + L-spaces [ 13]+ free L-spaces [ 14]+ (M, -spaces [ 51) + stratifiable spaces [3] + 
paracompact o-spaces [IS]. Let Vi, i = 1,2,3,4,5 and 6, be the class of such spaces, 
respectively. With respect o the hereditary properties of generalized metric spaces, 
the following problem is a natural one: For each i, if X E Vi, then for what i. does 
x(X) E $_,? The positive answer to the case %, is popular. (Recall that X(X) is 
metrizable if X is metrizable [lo, Theorem 4.9.131.) But our studies show that the 
other cases are mostly negative. In fact, Okuyama gave an example of a paracompact 
a-space X such that x(X) is not paracompact [16, Theorem 11. The author and 
Koiwa gave an example of an L-space X such that x(X) is not paracompact 112, 
Example 2.41. By these and other known results, we can write the negative mark 
“x” on all the rows of %$, 5?&, s5 and & in Table 1 and the positive mark “0” 
on the row of %, . As for the row of LaSnev spaces, it is known that a space X is 
metrizable if and only if x(X) is a LaSnev space [ 12, Theorem 2.31. 
Table 1. 0, x in (i,j) read that the proposition that if 
X E Zj, then sC( X ) E %i is true, fake, respectively. 
X 
% 0 x x x x x 
(e, 0 x x x x x 
% 0 x x x x x 
%t 0 x x x x x 
% 0 x x x x x 
% 0 ? x x x x 
In this paper, we fill in the other blanks of the rows of VZe, xcept that of the sixth 
co!umn. To obtain the positive results, we introduce the notion of CF families. Some 
characterizations of La&rev spaces in terms of CF families are given. In Section 2 
we give examples concerning the case of stratifiable spaces. 
There exists a counta le LaSnev space X such that x(X) is not 
stratifiable. 
. ’ be a subspace of R* defined by 
‘=[{x~Q:O~x~1andx#1/nforn~~}]x[(O}u{l/n: new}]. 
Let X be the quotient space X’/A, where 
= {(x, 0): (x, 0) E X’}, 
and let f: X’+ be the quotient mapping. Obviously f is a closed mapping and 
X is a LaSnev space. We write p =f(A). 
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Now, we show that X(X) is not stratifiable. On the contrary, we assume that 
X(X) is stratifiable. Then {p} E X(X) has a CP ( =cIosure-preserving) neighborhood 
base 93 consisting of closed neighborhoods in YE(X) [5, Lemma 7.31. Without loss 
of generality, we can assume b c (N) for each i E 9, where N =f( N’) and 
N’=U{N;,: kEw}, 
N:=[(l,‘k+l, l/k)x[O, l/k]]nX’. 
For each SE 9?, define a subset O(6) of X by 
o(B)=U{FEqX):pEFEB}. 
Then obviously 
0(98)=(0(&: B&l} 
is a neighborhood base of p in X such that O(6) c N for each i E 9. For the 
discussion below, we let for each k E w and each x E (0,l) n Q 
Sk =ftsi), I(x) =fUW’), 
where 
Si=((l/k+l, l/k)x[O, l])nX’ 
and 
I(x)‘= ((x} x [0, 11) n X’. 
Now we settle the following claim, which plays an essential role in obtaining a 
contradiction. 
There exist a, with f< a, < 1, x1 E I(a,), a subfamily %(xl)c 23 and 6, E 33 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) {p, xI}E Int &ior each l%z 9(x,) but {p, x,}ti &. 
(2) {k E o: 0(3(x,))/& is a neighborhood base of p in Sk} is residual in o. 
To show the claim, for each x E S, -{p}, let 
9!@)=(&9?:{p,x}~IntB). 
Since S, is countable, {9?(x): x E S, - ( p}} is written as (Bi : i E w}. Then U { 9i : i E 
o} = %I is obvious. Assume that for each i, 
(k E w: o( !%i)/sk is a neighborhood base of p in Sk) 
is not residual in w. We can take a sequence (ki : i E w} of w such that for each i, 
ki < ki+i and O(Bi)/Sk, is not a neighborhood base of p in Sk,. That is, there exists 
a neighborhood vki of p in ski such that for each 6 E Bi 
ski n o(b) $ vki. 
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If we let 
I V Vk = k,, ifk=ki,iEw, NIi, otherwise, 
then V= U { Vk : k E W} is a neighborhood of p in X. This implies O(i) c V for 
some i E a. From $8 = lJ (9i : i E w}, it follows that there exists i E w such that 
E E 9i. This implies 
O(B)C& c V&. 
But this is a contradiction. Thus, we can get a, with $< 4, < 1 and x1 E I(a,) such 
that {k E o: O(%l(x,))/S, is a neighborhood base of p in Sk) is residual in o. Since 
93 is a neighborhood base of {p) in X(X), we have 8, E 9 such that (p, x,} s! 8,. 
Thus the claim is settled. 
By the assumption, 6, is closed in X(X). There exists a neighborhood W,(p) of 
p in X such that W,(p)c N and 
({x,1, W,( PN n 4 = 0. 
By (2), there exists k, E w such that for each k 2 k, , 0( 9#( x,))/& is a neighborhood 
base of p in Sk. Without loss of generality, we can assume k, = 2. If we let for each 
dSz-iPM W(P) 
then we easily have 
Wx,)=U W(x,,x): xa*-{Ph WP)~. 
By (2) and by the same argument as in the proof of the claim, we can get a2 with 
&a2<f and x~EI(QJ such that x2G2n W,(p) and (kEo: 0(93(x,,x,))/S, is a 
neighborhood base of p in Sk} is residual in o. Since 0( g( x,))/S, is a neighborhood 
base of p in Sz, there exists fi2c 99(x,) such that 
{x,,xz, PM 4, 
which combined with the closedness of g2 in Z(X) implies that there exists a 
neighborhood Wz( p) of p in X such that W2( p) c W,(p) and 
(bJ, {x2), wZ( PI) n i2 = 0. 
Again, without loss of generality we can assume that O@( x, , x2))/& is a neighbor- 
hood base of p in Sk for each k 2 3. Repeating the same argument as above, for 
each i we can get ai with l/i+l<ai<l/i, xiEI(Qi), 99(X,,X2,-*.,Xi), ii, Wi(p) 
satisfying the following: 
(3) ~iE~(X,,XZ,...,Xi-l), 
(4) Xi+l E witPInS+,, 
(5) W,+,(p) is a neighborhood of p in X such that WI:+,(p) C Wi(p)C N and 
({x,1, l ” l 9 {xi-1l9 W( P))n 6 x0, 
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(6) for each I? E ~B(x,, ~2, . . . , xi), 
{fl,X,,...,Xi}EIntii 
Observe that {Xi} converges to p in X, and therefore 
K={Xi: iEtM}U{p}E3T(X)* 
Since for each i, 
K E ({x,), . . . 9 Ixi-119 w/I:(P)) 
and by (5) 
(hL l l l 9 (Xi-119 W( P))n ii =0, 
we have K g hi. We recall that 3 is CP in Z(X), i.e., 
K E Cl(IJ {fii : i E @})a 
Therefore there exists a neighborhood fi = (U, , . . . , Uk) of K in X(X) such that 
fi n ii = 0 for each i E to. But fi contains {p; u {x, , . . . , x,} as an element for some 
Z. This is a contradiction because 
{p}u{x ,,... ,x,}E oni,. 
This completes the proof of the example. q 
On the other hand we have the following: 
le 2.2. There exists a countable nonmetrizable LaSnev space X such that 
X(X) is an &-space, i.e., a space with a a-CP base consisting of clopen (= closed 
and open) subsets of X(X). 
roof. For each k E w, let 
Let X 
I:={(k,O)}u{(k, l/i): i~w}cR’. 
be the quotient space 0 { 1; : k E ti}/A, where A = {Ck, 0): k E w} and let 
f: 0 Ii + X be the quotient mapping. We let Ik =f( 1:) for each k E o and p =f( A). 
Obviously, X is a nonmetrizable LaSnev space. We show that X(X) has a a-CP 
base consisting of clopen subsets of Z(X). Let %(p) be the neighborhood base of 
p in X such that each U E e(p) is clopen in X and for each k E w, U n Ik is residual 
in Ik, i.e., there exists u E Ik such that x E Ik and x < a imply x E U n Ik. For each 
k E w, let 
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Then IU { & : k E o}l = NO follows easily. For each F = (x, , . . . , xk} E 9”, m E o, and 
for each UE Q(p) with Fn U=8, we let 
c(F) = (U {x,1, . . . , id), 
p = (@A l - l , bkh 
Then both are open in Z%(X). Set 
%(F)={ir(F): W?@(p)}, 
%=U(%(F): F&j(P’: LEO)}, 
9={& FEU{9$ kcw}}. 
It is obvious that % u 9 is a base for X(X) and IS( = MO. Thus, it remains to show 
that %(F) is CP in x(X). Suppose a,+ %(F) and K &K(X)--U QO. To show 
K e Cl(U ?Q, we consider the following three cases: 
Case 1: Sq~pose F @ K. Take a point x E F - K. Then it is easy to see that 
fi = (X - {x)1 is a neighborhood of K in Z(X) such that A n (U So) = 0. 
Case 2: Suppose F = K. If F= K = {x,, . . . , xk}, then fi =(1x,}, . . . , (xk}) is a 
neighborhood of K in X(X) such that fi n (lJ %,,) = $9 because K E fi( F) for each 
@F)E%,,. 
Cbse 3: Suppose F s K. Because K is compact in X, we can see easily that 
{kco: (4-{p})n(K-F)#fd} 
is finite. We let it by {k, , . . . , k,} c o. For each ki, let 
xki = Max{ Iki n (K - F)}. 
Then 
is a neighborhood of K in x(X) such that 6 n fi( F) = 0 for each fi( F) E 910. 
Indeed, since fi( F) does not contain K, it follows that xk. ti U for some i. Therefore, 
if L E fi( F), then xki e L. But, on the other hand, L E A implies xki E L. Thus we 
have fi( F) n k = 0 for each fi( F) E 4!10. Hence sl( F) is CP in x(X). This completes 
the proof. 0 
3. There exists a countable non-LaSnev space X such that X(X) is an 
MO-space. 
For p E /30 -u, let X be the subspace (p) u w c @IO. As well known, X is 
not a LaSnev space, but an -space, and each compact subset is finite, i.e., 
9(X) = x(X). Let U { %” : n E w} be a base for X, consisting of clopen subsets of 
X, such that for each n, %, c %,+, and %, is CP in X. Then it is routine to check 
that lJ (( %,): n E o} is a a-CP base for 9(X), consisting of clopen subsets of Z%(X). 
ence X(X) is an -space. 0 
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Throughout this paper, we use brief notations for the following terms: 
CP = closure-preserving, 
HCP = hereditarily closure-preserving, 
cr-CP = cr-closure-preserving, and 
G- HCP = g-hereditarily closure-preserving. 
Now, we introduce the definition of CF families, which will be seen to be useful 
in the later discussion. 
nition 3.1. Let % be a family of subsets of a space X. We call %$nite on compact 
subsets of X, briefly, CF in X, if for each K E X(X), Q/K is a finite family. We 
call 4% a-CF in X if % = u {%” : n E o} and each %,, is CF in X. 
We compare CF families with compact-finite ones in the sense of Boone [2]. He 
called a family % compact--nite in X if for each K E X(X), { U E %: K A U # 8) is 
finite. 
A general position of CF families 
summarized in the next proposition: 
and their relations with other families are 
sitioa 3.2. The following implications hold: 
locally finite --- 
Before giving a proof, we set some definitions: 
Let %‘= {HA : h E A) be a cover of a set X. We define an equivalence relation - 
inXbyx-yifandonlyif{h~A:x~H,}={h~A:y~~~).ThenXisdecomposed 
by the family g of all equivalence classes. 9 is denoted by 
9’ = (P( 6): S E A}, 
where A c 2.’ and for each S E A 
We call g the disjoint partition of X by 2%‘. 
We show the implications (l)-(4). The others are known, or easily observed, 
so we omit them. 
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(I). Let Z be an HCP family of subsets of a space X. We show that %’ is CF in 
X. On the contrary, we assume that %‘/K is not finite for some compact K. Let 
where HA #0 for each AEA and ]A]>&,. Let @={P(6): &A} be the disjoint 
partition of K by x0. We consider two cases and show a contradiction in each case. 
Case 1: (6 E A: ISI c EC,) is incfinite. Take A,, S,, x1 arbitrarily such that 
X~E P(6)= Hh,r A, E 8,. 
Under the case, there exist AZ E a2 - S, and x2 E P(S,). In this way, we can choose 
sequences {Xi : i E W} and {hi : i E O} such that Ai f Aj, Xi # Xj for i # j and xi E Hni, 
i E o. Since 5V is HCP in X, {x, : n E w} is discrete in X. But this is a contradiction 
because {Xj} c K and K is compact in X. 
Case 2: (8 E A: ISI < K,} is finite. Note that do= {S E A : ISl> N,,} is infinite. Take 
a sequence {& : i E w} from A0 and take xl E P( 6,) and A, E 6,. For each n > 2, choose 
x,, E P(6,) and A, E 6, -{A,, . . . , A,_,). Then obviously x, E H,,, A, f A,, x, #x, 
for n # m. A similar contradiction to Case 1 follows. This completes the proof of (I). 
(2). We give an example of a CF but not CP family Z Let D be a set with IDI = K, 
and let ooti D. We topologize X = D u (00) as follows: For U c X, U is a neighbor- 
hood of d E D in X if and only if d E U and is a neighborhood of oo in X if and 
only if 00 E U and ID - Ul s No. We consider a family %‘= {Id}: d E D}. %’ is not 
CP in X (and hence not HCP in X) because 
Since every compact subset of X is finite, %’ is obviously CF in X. 
(3). We give an example of a CP but not CF family. Let x, +x as n + 00 in a 
space X. Then %‘= {{x, xn}: n E w} is a CP family of X, but %? is not CF in X, 
because %‘/ C is not finite, where C = {Ix”}: n E w} u (x}. 
(4). In the same space X as (2), let Z = ({d, 00): d E D}. Then %’ is CF in X. But 
Z’ is not compact-finite in X because each H E 2%’ intersect a compact set {a}. 
Thus we complete the proof. Cl 
Let us recall some definitions. A space X is a k-space if X has the weak topology 
with respect o the family of all compact subsets of X. A space X is a F&he? space 
if for each H c X and for each p E fl, there exists a sequence {pi : i E w} c H such 
that lim- ,+Q) pi = p. These spaces are popular. A space X is a k’-space [l] if for each 
nonclosed subset H of X and for each point p E R - H, there exists a compact 
subset K c X such that p E H n . Obviously, 
FrCchet + k’+ k. 
3.3. If X is a k’-space, then every CF family of X is CP in X. 
of. The proof is due to that of [2, Lemma 3.33. Let %’ be a CF family of subsets 
Assume that % is not CP in X. Then for some %‘,,c 2 and for 
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some point p in X, 
P&J%-U% 
Since X t3 a V-space, there exists a compact subset K of X such that 
pdJ%)nK. 
Because %? is CF in X, ZO/ K = {H, , . . . , I&}. This implies p E Hi c H for some 
H E x0. But this is a contradiction. Hence ZV is CP in X. 0 
If we relax ‘V&space” to “k-space” in the above, the proposition is not true, as 
seen in [2, Example 5.21. 
3.4. A family %’ of subsets of a space X is conrpaci35nite in X if and only 
if 2’ is CF and point-finite in X. 
roof. The only if part is trivial. If part: Let %’ be a CF and point-finite family of 
X and let KEZ(X). We let %$=(HE%‘: HnKTtd} and %‘/K={H,,...,&}. 
Since %’ is point-finite in X, for each i, Si?i = {H E 2: H n K = Hi} is finite. Therefore 
%o=lJ{%?i: i=l,... , k} is finite. Hence %? is compact-finite in X. Cl 
reposition 3.5. If a space X is a k-space, then a CF family of open subsets of X is 
interior-preserving in X. 
roof. Similar to the proof of [4, Proposition 71. Cl 
To state the relation between CF and HCP families, we introduce CF* families: 
efinition 3.6. A family %’ of subsets of a space X is CF* in X if for each K E X(X), 
Z/K is finite, i.e., Z/K ={H, ,..., Hk), and if IHilzKo, then 
%i=(HE%‘: HnK=Hi) 
is finite. 5V is a-CF” in X if %‘= U { Ri : i E o} ,where each %?i s CF” in X. 
ition 3.7. The following implications are true: 
HCF -CF*lc CE 
roof. HCP-, CF” : Let Z’ be an HCP family of subsets of a space X and K E x(X). 
Then by Proposition 3.2613, 8’1 K = {H,, . . . , Hk}. Suppose Hi is infinite and 
%‘i=(HE%?: Hn K -I-Ii) 
is infinite. Then we can take sequences {xn .. n E CM} and {H(n): n E w} such that 
X, E HP(n)n K, H(n)E S$ and x, f.~,,,, _ H(n) # H(m) for each n, m with n Z m. But 
this is a contradiction to the compactness of K. 
CF*-KF is obvious from the definition of CF* families. 
* CF*: Let %‘= {{d}: d E D} be in the same space X as in the proof of 
proposition 3.2(2). Obviously %’ is CF* but not HCP in X. 
CF” ++CF is obvious. Cl 
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If 2 is a family of subsets of a Frtkhet space X, then the following 
are equivalent: 
(1) it is HCP in X. 
(2) %? is CF* in X. 
(3) %’ is CF* in X. 
(4) % is HCP in X. 
roof. By the above, (1) + (2) holds. To see (2) +(l), let %‘= (H,+ : A E A} be a CF* 
family of subsets of X. Assume that ZV is not HCP in X. Then there exist A,-/= A, 
{GA : h E A,} and p E X such that for each h E A,, Gh c HA and 
~EU{G~:AEA,}-U{~~:AEA,,}. 
Since X is a Frechet space, there exists a sequence {x, : n E o} c U { Gh : A E A,} 
such that p = Km,,, x,. Because %’ is CF* in X for K = (xn : n E o) u (p), 
Z/K={H,,..., Hk} 
and ;Hi: i=l,..., k} has the property stated in Definition 3.6. Take 8,,c (1, . . . , k} 
such that 
(nEw:x,,En{Hi: iES,)-IJ{Hi: isMbo}} 
is infinite. By the property of Hi, i E a,-,, 
is finite. Therefore some g,, with A& A, must contain x, for infinitely many n. --‘his 
implies p E G,, , a contradictiop. Thus we have (1) + (2), and simultaneously (3) + (4). 
(1) + (4) is essentially proved in 18, Remark 3.31. (4) + (1) is obvious. This completes 
the proof. q 
If X is not a FrCchet space, then Proposition 3.8 is not true. That is, even if %’ 
is a CF (respectively CF*) family in X, 2 need not be CF (respectively CF*) in X. 
Indeed, let & = (w y: o) u w u (01, with each point of o x w an isolated point. A 
basis of neighborhoods o n E o consists of all sets of the form (n) u ((m, n): m 3 m,). 
A subset U is a neighborhood of 0 if and only if OE U and U is a neighborhood 
of all but finitely many n E o. Let 
J%={~x{n): neo}. 
Then % is CF”, but %? is not CF in it. 
Every CF cover of a space X has a compact-Jinite re$nement. 
roof. Let%‘={H,.,: A ~A)he.aCFcoverofX.Let@={P(S): &zA}bc ..edisjoint 
partition of X by ZE Obviously p is a refinement of %’ and is point-finite in X. 
Therefore !9 is compact-finite in X if 9 is CF in X. To see this, let K E x(X). Then 
it ie easily seen that 9,/K is the disjoint partition of K by Z&‘/K. Hence 9/K is 
finite. This completes the proof. 0 
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Let X be a Frechet space. Then the following are true: 
(1) Every CF cover of X has a disjoint HCP refinement. (This follows from 
Propositions 3.4, 3.8 and 3.9.) 
(2) Every CF closed cover % of X has a HCP closed refinement. (This follows 
from Propositions 3.8 and 3.9.) 
(3) Every CF cover %? of X has a HCP refinement 9 such that if Kc H for 
K E X(X) and H E JV, then there exists a finite $, c 9 such that 
generalized metric s 
A space X is a Lainev space if X is the image of a metric space under a closed 
mapping. Foged [6] characterized La&rev spaces as FrCchet spaces which have a 
tr-HCP k-network, where a family of subsets !? of a space X is a k-network for X 
if whenever K c U with K E X(X) and U open in X, K c U %& U for some finite 
subfamily &, of x According to Michael [ 111, a family !Y of subsets of a space X 
is a ,n%&&isc JU# Is L- v if whenever K c Lr with K E X(X) and U open in X, there 
exists HE 9 such that K c H c U. 
heorem 4.1. For a space X, the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is a La&rev space. 
(2) X is a Frechet space and has a u-HCP closed k-network 
(3) X is a Frechet space and has a a-HCP k-network 
(4j X is a Frechet space and has a a-point-fjnite HCP k-network 
(5) X is a Frechet space and has a cr-compact-Jinite k-network. 
(6) X is a Frechet space and has a a-CF” k-network 
(7) X is a Frechet space and has a a-CF k-network 
(8) X is a Fr&het space and has a network U (S& : n E w) such that each Zn is 
CF in X and if K c U with K E X(X) and U open in X, then K c U a(e, c Ufor some 
%Q=S&, nE@. 
(9) X is a Frechet space and has a a-CF pseudobase. 
(1) S (2) * (3) =_* (4) are already known Y’rom [6]. (4)+ (5) follows from 
Propositions 3.8 and 3.4. (5)+ (6)+ (7)+ (8) are obvious. (8)+ (9): Let X be a 
FrCchet space and U {ayPn : E w} be the same network as in (8). For each n, let p” 
be the rainily 
Obviously, g,, is also CF in X and hence U {!Y,l : n E w} is a pseudobase for X. 
Thus (9) is true. (9) + (3): Let U { ,3& : .I E O} b!: 2 pseudobase for a FrCchet space 
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X such that each Y& is CF in X. We assume that each ayPn covers X. By Remark 
3.10(3), there exists a compact-finite refinement 8’” of %n such that whenever K c U 
withKEx(X)andH&&, KCU% c H for some finite !&+ 9)n. Then it is easy 
to see that U (9” : n E o} is a a-HCP k-network for X. This completes the proof. Cl 
With respect to Theorem 4.1(S), we have a question: Does every LaSnev space 
have a a-compact-finite “closed” k-network? In other words, can a LaSnev space 
be characterized as a Frechet space with a a-compact-finite closed k-network? 
As a metrization theorem, O’Meara showed in [ 171 that a first countable space 
with a o-locally finite k-network is metrizable. As a variation of this we give the 
following metrization theorem. Here, we note that every space with a a-locally finite 
k-network has a a-compact-finite, CF”, CF k-network. 
But the converse is not true because there exists a LaSnev space which has no 
v-locally finite k-network [8, Example 2.61. 
.2. For a space X, the following are equivalent: 
( 1) X is metrizable. 
(2) X is first courrtable and has a u-compact-finite k-network 
(3) X is first countable and has a a-CF” k-network 
(4) X is first countable and has a cr-CF k-network 
(5) X is first countable and has a a-CF pseudobase. 
roof. Each implication to (1) follows from the fact that every first countable LaSnev 
space is metrizable and from Theorem 4.1. The converse implications are 
obvious. Cl 
.3. A space X is metrizable ifand only ifX is a k-space and has a a-CF base. 
f. The only if part is trivial. If part: Let X be a k-space which has a base 
uw n : n E w} with each 4t, CF in X. By Proposition 3.5, each 91, is interior- 
preserving in X. Therefore X is first countable. Since a base is also a k-network, 
by the above, X is metrizable. 0 
We note that a space with a a-CF base need not be LaSnev. 
Now we consider the extent to which generalized metric space properties are 
retained by the hyperspaces. 
Among the covering properties, local finiteness of a family % of subsets of a 
space X is hereditary to (%) in x(X). But this is not the case for CP families. In 
fact, (%) need not be CP in X(X) even if % is almost locally finite in a space X 
[ 12, Example 3.21. (The notion of almost localjiniteness is due to [7].) But CP and 
CF families ave this property: 
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If % is a CP and CF family of closed subsets of a space X, then (Q) is 
CP in X(X). 
roof. Let %‘= {Hh : A E A} be a CP and CF family of closed subsets of X. Let A 
be the totality of finite subsets of A. For each 6 = {A,, . . . , Ak} E A, let 
i(S) = (HA,, . . . , H,,). 
Note that each fi(S) is closed in X(X). For AOc A suppose 
K E X(X)--u {ii(S): SE A,}. 
Since % is CF in X, there exists a finite subset {p, , . . . , pk} of K such that whenever 
%‘&R’and K&l%& then there exists i,E{l,...,m} such that p&U2&,. For 
each i, take a neighborhood V( pi) of pi in X such that V( pi) c 0 and 
where 
0=X-~{HE%‘: HnK=@}. 
Let 
~=w(P,), l l l , V(P?n), 0). 
Then, obviously, f is a neighborhood of K in Z(X). For each S E bO, K ti fi(S) 
implies K n Hh =0forsomeAESorKPU{Hh:AES}.Inthefirstcase,H,n3~(E, 
and therefore fi( 8) n 6 = 0. In the second case, there exists pi0 with 1 s i0 d m such 
that 
V(p&U{H,:hES}=@. 
Hence ~nI?(6)=0. Thus {f?(s): SEA} is CPin Z(X). 0 
A space X is a stratifable space (respectively an I&space) if X has a o-CP 
quasi-base (respectively base). 
23. If a space X has a quasi-base (respectively base) U (53, : n E o} such 
that each @, is CP and CF in X, then X(X) is a stratifiable space (respectively an 
M, -space). 
roof. Under the assumption, we can assume 33, c B&+, for each n. By the above 
lemma, (8&J is CP in X(X). It is obvious that U ((3,): n E w} is a quasi-base 
(respectively base) for X(X) if U (9, : n E w} is so in X. Since in the case of the 
parenthesis 
Cl((B,,...,B,))=(B,,...,B,), 
U ((93,): n E w} is a a-CP base for X( is completes the proof. El 
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In a similar way, we get the following: 
.6. If a space X has a a-CP and CF base, consisting of clopen subsets of 
X, then X(X) is an MO-space. 
We consider what kinds of spaces have such a base or quasi-base. First, every 
metric space has such a base. But, as indicated by Example 2.1, not all LaHnev 
spaces have it. On the other hand, even in the class of non-LaSnev spaces, there 
exists a space with such a base. Indeed, the space in Example 2.3 is one. Further, 
we show that the converses of the above two theorems are not true. We summarize 
it as a remark: 
emark. There exists a spacr X such that X(X) is an &-space, but X has no 
a-CF quasi-base. 
In fact, let X be the space in Example 2.2. As shown there, x(X) is an A&space. 
To see that X does not have a G-CF quasi-base, let us assume the contrary. Then 
there exists a neighborhood base lJ (9, : n E w} of p in X, where each 3” is CF in 
X. Since all In are compact in X, for each n, %?,/ In is finite and each B n In, BE 93,,, 
is residual in 1,. Therefore for each n, there exists a neighborhood of p in In such 
that 
K c u (%JI”). 
Let 
W=f(U{W,: new}). 
Then W is a neighborhood of p in X. Take BE 93”, n E w, such that 
pEIntBcBc W. 
This is a contradiction to the choice of Wn. Hence X has no a-CF quasi-base. 
One of the properties of paracompact spaces is expandability: For each discrete 
(respectively locally finite) family { BA : h E o} of closed subsets of a space X there 
exists a discrete (respectively locally finite) family { Wh : A E a} of open subsets of 
X such that B* c WA for each A. 
awe 3. Let X be a Fr&et strati$able space and let 93 = (BA : A E A) be a CF 
family of closed subsets of X. Then there exists a CF family ( Wh : A E A ) of open 
subsets of X such that BA c Wh for each A. 
roof. First of all, we note that 9 is CP in X by Proposition 3.3. Let 9 = 
(P(6): S E A} be the disjoint partition of U 3 by 9. For each closed subset A of 
): n E w} denote the stratification of A in X. For each 6 E A and each 
k E o, let 
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and let 
9(k)={F(S,k): SEA), kao, 
s=U(S(k): kw}. 
Then each S(k) is a discrete r kly of closed subsets of X and for each B E 93 and 
each FE 9, B n F Z 0 implies F c B. For each A E A, let 
9fA(n)=(Fc9(n): Fc B*}, nEo, 
Then it is obvious that U 9,+ = BA for each A. For each n E w, let { VF : FE S(n)} 
be a discrete family of open subsets of X such that for each FE g(n), 
Fc V’c O,(F). 
For each A E A, let 
WA=u{VF: FE&}. 
Then each WA is an open subset of X such that BA c WA. We show that 3V = 
( Wh : A E A} is CF in X. Let K E X(X). We divide 9 with 53, and az as follows: 
Since K is compact, there exists n E w such that On (U .%I,) A K = 0. Since each 
9(k), k < n, is discrete in X, it is easily seen that { Wh : A E A,)/ K is finite. By the 
assumption, 9/K = (B, , . . . , Bk}. For each i = 1, . . . , k, let 
Let i be fixed for a while. We observe that for each A E Azi, 
W,=U{V,: FnBiZ0)c W,,, 
and that for each n E w, { WA : A E A,i}/A, is finite, where 
A, = K - Wo- On(IJ {Bh : A E A,,}). 
Therefore, if we assume that ( WA : A E A,,}/ K is not finite, then there exist sequences 
{k,,: nuo}cw, {xn: nEa}c K- Wo, {A, : n E w) c Azi and (F, : n E w} such that 
for each n, 
& E VF” = w,“, 
and x, # x,, A, # A,,, if n # m. Since X is Frkhet and is compact, we can assume 
x,+xasn+ao.Thenwehavex~K-W,.Butsince 
&I E o,,,<u 1 : A EA,i}), new, 
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we have 
xE(U{BA:AEA,i})nK 
which implies x E Bi c W,,. This is a contradiction. Therefore, we can conclude that 
{ WA : A E A,,)/ K is finite. Hence ( Wh : h E Az}/K is finite. This completes the 
proof. 0 
Let X be a stratifable space and let ( BA : A E A) be a compact-finite and 
CP family o> closed subsets of X. Then there exists a compact-jinite and CP family 
( Wh : A E A) of open subsets of X such that BA c WA for each A. 
roof. By the same way as above, we construct ‘IT = { WA : h E A), using the same 
notations. We show that %tr is a compact-finite dnd CP family in X. It is routine to 
see that YV is CP in X. Let K E x(X) and let 
A,={&A: B,nK=0}, 
A2=A-A,. 
Take n E w such that 
KnO,(U{B,: &A,})=@. 
Since each ( V, : FE S(j)}, j < n, is discrete in X, 
90={FEU{9(j):j<n): V,nK#@} 
is finite. From the compact-finiteness of {B,}, it follows that each FE 9 belongs to 
only finitely many 9*. This implies that 
{AEA,: W,nKf@} 
is finite. It is trivial that A2 is finite. Hence ‘IV is compact-finite in X. This completes 
the proof. 0 
. In addition to the assumption of the above two theorems, if X is zero- 
dimensional, then we can take Wh, A E A, as clopen subsets of X. 
We propose the problem: 
is a LaSnev space, then is X(X) paracompact? 
answer, we can show **he fallowing: 
If a space X is a stratgable space and has a o-compact-finite, CP 
closed k-network, then YQ X ) is a paracompact a-space. 
Let U (9& : n E w} be a k-network for X, where for each n, 23, c Bn+, and 
act-finite and CP family of closed subsets of X. By Theorem 4.8, there 
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exists a compact-finite and CP family ( W(B): B E .%I,} of open subsets of X such 
) for each E 3”. Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
is also c pact-finite in X. Since U,,%I,, is a k-network for X, by 
Lemma 4.4, 
is a a-CP network for X(X). Hence by [18] X(X) is a o-space. Let (B(S): 8 E A,} 
be the totality of all finite subfamilies of !3?, and let 
i!?(S)-&,...,&), 
for each A E A, with %I( S) = {B, , . . . , &}. By the assumption we can see that for 
each n, {Cl( G(S)): S E A,) is point-finite in x(X). To see that x(X) is paracompact, 
let % be an open cover of X(X). Assume that % consists of the form ( U, , . . . , U,) 
with all Uj open in X. For each n, let E’,, be the totality of S E A,, such that 
ri(S)q_l,,..., U,)= C(S) 
for some c (S) E %. For each .S E En, choose a,~ open set V(S) = ( V, , . . . , V,) of 
x(X) such that 
iz(S& V(S)c ir(S)f? l@(S). 
Then obviously { V(S): S E E’” and n E a)) is an open refinement of %# 
each “dr( n) = ( p(S): S E En} is locally finite in X(X). Let K E X(,X). 
with E’ and E” as follows: 
E’={SEE”: K E Cl( @(S))I, 
S”= 3 -II _ E’* 
Since { 6’(S): S E En) is CP in 3(X), there exists a neighborhood I$ 
such that 
A,n(U{V(S): SE?})=@ 
We show that 
We divide En 
of K in ST(X) 
Since {Cl( 6’(S)): 6 E c”,} is point-finite in %(X), E’ is finite, and consequently 
there exists a neighborhood fi2 of K in x(X) such that 
Hence A, A is a neighborhood of inX(X)suchthatfi,nfi2nV(S)=0for 
each S6E7~. at vl( n) is locally finite in ence we can 
a-locally finite ent of %, proving that X( paracompact. q 
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.11. If a space X is a Frechet space and has a a-compact-Jinite closed 
k-network, then x(X) is a paracompact u-space. 
As stated in what follows Theorem 4.1, it is not known whether every LaSnev 
space has a a-compact-finite closed k-network. 
By the former part of the above proof, we can get the following: 
. IJ a space X is a Lagnev space9 then X(X) is a u-space. 
emark. When X is the space in Example 2.1, Z(X) is a paracompact o-space, 
for we can easily show that ,X has a a-compact-finite closed k-network. 
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